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This month
at Dive BVI...

Day Trips
In addition to our normal Day
Trips & Excursions weekly
schedule, we will now offer
repeat trips throughout the
week based upon customer
demand. This is ideal for
guests with conflicting travel
schedules.

Private
Charters
Our new addition "Sea Bandit"
is the perfect private charter
boat. She can hold up to 10
guests total. Diving on this
boat is limited to 4 divers plus
dive crew. Visit divebvi.com
for additional information &
booking.

@divebvi

Dive Trips
Dive trips will remain on
the normal weekly
schedule. Monday 
Sunday 2 tank morning
dives & 1 tank afternoon
dive/snorkel. Night diving
is available with advance
notice.

retail news
more than just a dive shop

Now selling
flip flops in all
three dive shop locations. Cancer fighting
flops! 1% of proceeds benefit the fight
against cancer. Also, Hari Mari flip flops are
built with memory foam & soft nylon to help
grip toes, reduce abrasion & do away with
painful breakin periods. Men & Women
sizes available.

the Caribbean heat is no
problem for Corkcicle brand tumblers &
canteens; and they don't stop there. Whether
it's a bottle of wine, beer or a glass of
whiskey, Corkcicle has everything needed to
keep your drinks cool while enjoying the
island heat.

With the busy season kicking in, we've
stocked up on high quality SCUBAPRO dive
& snorkel gear. Wetsuits, BCD's, regulators,
snorkels and more available at all three of
our dive shops. As SCUBAPRO would say..
"Deep down, you want the best!"

new

at dive bvi
Mermaid BVI Have you ever wanted to be
a Mermaid? Gliding under the surface of
the clear ocean, lounging on the shore,
blowing bubble kisses to the passing
fishes... Now you can!
Dive BVI is very excited to offer an amazing
Mermaid experience! Our hour and a half
session teaches you the very basics of
swimming in an amazing tail, shows you
cool tricks, and gives you fun digital photo
memories of you when you traded in legs
for a tail! You can even buy your own tail
and be a Mermaid anywhere! Classes and
parties available upon request.
Visit www.mermaidbvi.com for more info.

sea bandit
At 32 ft with a 10’6” beam, Sea Bandit is a versatile
performer you can run flat out to your favorite
dive/snorkel spot, or just cruise around with family and
friends. It combines generous deck space with hard
core diving features, all made more enjoyable with
World Cat’s smoother, more stable, drier ride. It’s
simply the best boat for those who want a better
boating experience. Private Charters starting at $600
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